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WHAT IS DIGITAL?

A Digital Enterprise develops digital capabilities and integrates

them across their organization to transform into an Intuitive 

Enterprise™ within the new insight economy.

SOCIAL, MOBILE, WEB, COMMERCE, 
CLOUD, AND ANALYTICS

SENSING AND SHAPING 
CUSTOMERS AND 

MARKETS

ALIGN PEOPLE, PROCESSES, AND CAPABILITIES TO 
DELIVER AN OMNI-CHANNEL EXPERIENCE

ANTICIPATE NEEDS

This is the heart of our business.
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5

NOBODY ELSE DOES 
WHAT 
WE DO
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THIS IS HOW WE MAKE IT HAPPEN

• Market research and benchmarking

• Analytics and performance

• Marketing/sales effectiveness and 

transformation

• Global market entry planning, product 

launches

• Customer segmentation analysis

• Point-of-view development

• Digital roadmaps

• Social business and social media 

planning

• Web, ecommerce, digital content 

management and mobile strategy

• Creative direction and design

• User experience design

• Information architecture

• Mobile, web, wearable device 

interface design

• Concepts, prototypes

• Campaign creation

• User research, user personas, and use 

cases

• Usability testing

• Brand development and guidelines

• Commerce, content management, 

and back-end 
system integration

• Mobile web

• Native Android/iOS, hybrid, cross-

platform apps

• Digital marketing implementation

• Customer relationship management

• Content management systems

• Analytics platforms

• Front-end development
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Digital
Strategy and 

Analytics

Helping clients to 
define a bold vision 
for their entire digital 
journey. This is the 
gateway that leads to 
all the rest of our 
offerings.

Digital
Marketing and 

Social 

Turning strategy into 
measurable results by 
offering full spectrum 
services, from platform 
implementations, 
campaign / content 
management, to social 
media monitoring.  

Digital
Technology

Supporting clients in 
identifying relevant 
technology trends and 
showing their 
implications on business 
models. Defining the 
actions to successfully 
transform the IT 
organization and foster 
innovation.

DELOITTE DIGITAL OFFERINGS
Technology, Creative, Business – 100% digital

4200+ talented individuals in 28 studios across 21 countries

Customer 
Engagement 

Solutions

Supporting our 
clients to understand 
and engage with 
their customers by 
putting in place the 
technology and 
practices needed to 
drive loyalty. 

Digital 
Agency

Providing clients with 
an ongoing 
relationship for 
managing every 
element of their 
digital marketing. 
We are partners in 
continuous 
innovation and 
execution of digital 
strategies.

Digital 
Ventures

Building turnkey 
companies, creating 
digital products and 
services for our 
clients, facilitating 
open innovation 
and design 
thinking.

AdAge* recently named Deloitte Digital #2 of the world’s  largest digital agency networks globally and in the U.S.

*AdAge is recognized as the leading global source of news, analysis and inspiration for the marketing and media community.
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DELOITTE’S DIGITAL VALUE PROPOSITION

Deloitte Disruption Catalysts

VISION & STRATEGY

Client Experience & 
Design

Digital Value
Proposition Client Segmentation

Process DigitizationOperating ModelDigital Organisation

Agile Transformation

Analytics Cyber Security

IT Platforms

Cloud

FinTech
Blockchain

Mind and 
Market

Innovation 
Series

Greenhouse

Operations & 
Organization

Business Model

The Grid

Informational
Technology

Our Digital
Value Proposition

Digital 
Letzebuerg

Luxinnovation

Digital Marketing &
Social Media

Innovation
Insight
Series

Public Initiatives
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LOCAL PRESENCE,
GLOBAL NETWORK.
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THE SUN NEVER SETS FOR US
Deloitte Digital Luxembourg is positioned as the EMEA Center of Digital Excellence for :

• Banking: including private banking, wealth management, and retail banking 
• Asset Management: including asset servicing such as custody, fund administration, 

transfer agency, and management companies

Its core competences are centered around digital operations transformation, operating model 
design, sourcing strategies, solution selection and implementation  
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LEFT BRAIN
• Codified methodologies

• Data-driven and evidence 
based

• Analytical and structured 
thinking

• Financial impact and value 
creation

RIGHT BRAIN
• Human centered, emotive 

response

• Agile philosophy and 
methodology

• Prototyping – rapid real life 
testing of strategic choices

DELOITTE DIGITAL IN LUXEMBOURG… WHEN LEFT BRAIN IS MEETING RIGHT BRAIN…
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Key Insights from Deloitte’s Research with the World Economic Forum

Luxemburg Fintech Conference | March 2016

Disruptive Innovation in Financial Services
How disruptive innovations are reshaping the way financial 

services are structured, provisioned and consumed





We have to get the balance 
of regulation right now [or 
we risk] facing an Uber-type 
situation in financial services

Mark Carney at the Annual Meeting of the 
World Economic Forum



Silicon Valley is coming … 
with a lot of brains and 
money working on 
various alternatives to 
traditional banking.

Jamie Dimon in a letter to JP Morgan 
Shareholders 



 Our Project

 Summary Findings

Agenda

4©  Deloitte LLP and affiliated entities.
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Over 15 months of research, we engaged with experts in the financial services 

industry to explore transformative potential of innovation

Industry Leaders

Tianjin

China

Hong 

Kong 

SAR

Boston

USA

London

UK

Davos, Switzerland

New York

USA

Which emerging innovations are the most impactful and relevant to the financial services 

industry?

How will these innovations impact the ways in which financial services are structured, 

provisioned and consumed in the future?

What would be the implications of these changes on customers, financial institutions, and the 

overall financial services ecosystem?

1

2

3

Innovators Global Workshops
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We developed the first consolidated taxonomy for disruptive innovation in 

financial services 

11 key clusters of innovations 

based on their impact on core 

functions of financial services

Range of scenarios for 

the degree and nature of 

each cluster’s impact

Analyzed the 

implications of 

each scenario



Summary 

Findings
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Innovation in financial services is deliberate and predictable

Incumbent players are most 
likely to be attacked where the 
greatest sources of customer 
friction meet the largest profit 
pools

Algomi provides a “match-making” service 
to OTC fixed income brokers based on 
historical trading data.

Friction point: Market opacity limiting 
liquidity of fixed income assets

Profit pool: Brokerage revenue

Transferwise combines a network of 
accounts and a user-friendly interface to 
offer peer-to-peer FX transfer (netting).

Friction point: Slow processing time / 
high cost of intermediated FX transfers

Profit pool: International remittance fees
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Innovations are having the greatest impact where they….

Employ business models that are 
platform based, data intensive 
and capital light

Marketplace lending platforms and 
crowdfunding platforms have been able to 
rapidly scale due to their platform-based 
business model.

Instead of trying to become a full-service 
retail bank, marketplace lending platforms 
focus on adjudicating specific classes of 
loans using rich data sources and seamless 
onboarding processes, rather than offering 
a full suite of products and injecting their 
own capital.

Accordingly to Morgan Stanley, marketplace 
lending platforms in the US is expected to 
erode 6.4% of origination volume from 
retail banks
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Incumbents are employing parallel strategies….

Aggressively competing with 
new entrants in some areas 
while also leveraging their legacy 
assets to provide an access to 
key infrastructure and services

Vanguard is the ETF provider of choice for 
Wealthfront, with over 90% of Wealthfront’s initial 
portfolio allocation going into Vanguard ETFs. 

Concurrently, Vanguard has tested its own robo-
advisor offering, Personal Advisor Services, since 
2013. Officially launched in March 2015, Personal 
Advisor Services has raised $7B in net new AUM 
since the testing period. Unlike other robo-
advisors, Personal Advisor Services offers 
automated allocation and rebalancing, coupled 
with an access to dedicated human advisors.
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Collaboration between regulators, incumbents and new entrants is needed…

To understand how new 
innovations alter the risk profile 
of the industry – positively and 
negatively 

In 2013, the Associated Press Twitter account was 
hacked with a fake tweet about a bombing in the 
White House. Less than 2 minutes later, $136 billion 
in value was wiped from the S&P 500.

Accelerating innovation and technological change 
creates new challenges for the regulation of the 
financial services industry ranging from suitability to 
systemic stability.

In the UK, its consumer protection agency, FCA plays 
an integral role in promoting innovation and 
competition in the financial services industry, 
collaborating with a London-based incubator Level39
on its Project Innovate program
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Not all innovations are customer facing…

A quiet band of innovators are 
modernizing incumbents 
operational practices –
delivering new capabilities and 
unexpected efficiencies

Kensho is an advanced analytics 
platform that gives large financial 
institutions instant answers to 
questions that would have 
previously required several hours of 
work from an analyst. 

FundApps monitors and organizes 
regulatory data from 100+ 
regulatory regimes. Their cloud-
based service automatically keeps 
track of investment restrictions and 
automates the creation of holdings 
disclosures as needed.
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The most imminent effects of disruption will be felt in the banking sector….

However, the greatest impact of 
disruption is likely to be felt in 
the insurance sector where
innovations emerging external 
to the industry will change the 
nature of risks

Genetic screening, Internet of 
Things, and wearables are 
improving insurers’ ability to 
understand individuals’ risks at a 
personal level, eroding the 
prediction premium

Sharing economy and self-driving 
cars will disaggregate users’ risks 
from assets, leading to accelerated 
homogenization and 
commoditization of risks in long run
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Dr. Carlo Duprel, Director
March 2016

What the future might look like

DIGITAL IDENTITY
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ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION
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Digital identity
A digital identity is a digital representation of a set of 
claims made by one party about itself or another 
data subject2

Electronic identification
The process of using person identification data 
in electronic form unambiguously representing 
a natural or legal person1

Authentication
An electronic process that allows the validation 
of the electronic identification of a natural or legal 
person; or of the origin and integrity of electronic 
data1

Setting the stage

Regulations

Reputation

Electronic 
identification

User 
friendliness

Business

Private 
data

Financial 
costs

Electronic identification
Definitions

1European Commission
2OECD
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Electronic identification
Widespread implications…

Examples of sectors impacted

Governments

Banking Manufacturing

Online Media

Retail Telecommunications

High tech

E-Commerce & 
Online payments

Insurance
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Consumer 
applications

High security 
applications

Low risk 
applications

Strong authentication required

Convenient authentication 
required

Authentication
may not be required

False reject 
rate

Fa
ls

e 
ac

ce
pt

 
ra

te

+-

+

-

Electronic identification
Acknowledging the tradeoff

A tradeoff between user 
experience and security need?

The approach towards security should take into account 
the criticality of applications and the importance of the user experience
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1http://www.networkworld.com/article/2287005/lan-wan/hidden-costs-of-passwords.html

$25/ Average labor costs
within banks to handle each call related to personal identifier 
reset1

30%/ of all support calls to banks 
relate to password reset requests1

Electronic identification
Recognising the costs

A cost factor!
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Theft of hardware

Hack on user account User data theft on server

User Negligence

Phishing

Electronic identification
Personal data are valuable

Commonly used methods 
to illegally obtain data
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MARKET PRACTISE
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eID

SmartcardToken

Scan

Mobile Signing stick

Market practise
Focus on well deployed solutions in Luxembourg: LUXTRUST

Authentication can be performed 
via many means

http://www.google.lu/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjcpo-t-oDLAhXEvxQKHfLnB9kQjRwIBw&url=http://www.corporatenews.lu/fr/archives-shortcut/archives/article/2013/06/luxtrust-un-allie-de-choix-contre-le-phishing?author%3DLuxtrust&psig=AFQjCNGxrDzt2K6jW3_OSZkymUAUnxxBfg&ust=1455872625273973
http://www.google.lu/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjcpo-t-oDLAhXEvxQKHfLnB9kQjRwIBw&url=http://www.corporatenews.lu/fr/archives-shortcut/archives/article/2013/06/luxtrust-un-allie-de-choix-contre-le-phishing?author%3DLuxtrust&psig=AFQjCNGxrDzt2K6jW3_OSZkymUAUnxxBfg&ust=1455872625273973
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• Electronically sign documents 
(same legal value as paper)

• Connect to various state and 
private online applications 

Market practise
Focus on well deployed solutions in Luxembourg: ID card

Luxembourg ID card

Contains authentication 
and digital signature 
certificates and the 

associated private keys
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Android phone

Iphone

The problem doesn’t just limit to phones and can be extended to laptops and other devices1.
1ZDnet.com

Market practise
Focus on an example of biometric identification: fingerprint recognition

Deployed usage

Remote hacking

• Different brands (HTC, Samsung, Huawei…) provide fingerprint phones
• 2015 black hat conference revealed major issues allowing hackers 

to steal fingerprint data on a large scale
• Devices unlocked using standard inkjet printer loaded with condutive ink 

and special paper 
• Manufacturers released patches and added encryption since then

Creating a fake fingerprint

• Launched via Iphone 5S
• Data stored on the chip, not on Apple servers nor on the cloud
• Bypassed in 2013 by the German Chaos Computer Club
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FIDO1/ A consortium
created in 2012 to replace password 
logins. Solutions include biometric 
option. 

1Fast Identity Online
2Acuity Market Intelligence study

2.5bn/ Expected number of users of 
biometric authentication
enabled smartphones, tablets and 
wearables (for a total of 4.8bn devices) 
by 20202

Market practise
Biometric identification, towards widespread adoption?

Examples of members 

Overall, the future seems 
rather promising for biometric 
identification
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Video identification
is now a possible mean 
to onboard new clients

Market practise
Focus on other recent innovations (2/2)

Examples of early adopters

Based on 
smartphone 
camera 
with Smile-to-
Pay technology

Not yet 
deployed
but could 
increase 
convenience

Jack Ma 
presenting the 
technology in 
March1

1Picture from Newsweek

Alibaba’s facial 
recognition: 
Smile-to-Pay

Swiss Financial 
Market 

Supervisory 
Authority 
(FINMA)
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In a given context makes us identifiable

Single factor identification has proven not to be secure due to:
• Poor password choices 
• Password multiple use

Unique identity components

Market practise
Focus on multi-factor identification

40%/ of passwords
are considered weak or 
not changed regularly

+ +What a person HAS…What a person KNOWS… What a person IS…
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Market practise
Focus on multi-factor identification

Additional constraints due to multi-modal identification

May decrease usability for users

Additional costs for providers

Potential privacy risk

1Gartner

By 2018, 60% of 
digital access will 
be shaped by new 
mobile and cloud 

architectures, 
up from 5% today1
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CENTRALIZED VS. DECENTRALIZED SYSTEMS
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Centralized Networks vs De-centralized Networks
The centralized approach

Device

ServerDevice

User

Data is transferred to a central place 

There are 2 typical cases:
- Data from the different users is centrally stored on the server
- Data can also be stored directly on device

Internet

Global vs Local Providers of online payment systems

Consumer Merchant

Merchant’s Bank 
(Acquirer)

Device

Consumer’s Bank 
(Issuer)

Centralized 
accounts

Internet

Provider of online 
payments system
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Centralized Networks vs De-centralized Networks
Blockchain to secure identity management process and reduce corresponding 
costs for businesses

Use in identity 
management

Decentralised blockchain
principle

Identity 
verification

+
• Check identity on every transaction in real time
• Marginal cost to verify identity as customers own their digital ID file, 

effectively lending it to companies on a case-by-case basis
• Identities would be unique and offer a high level of assurance

Definition of 
blockchain

Highly secured, tamper proof, distributed ledger

Used to interact and transact

Exchange of value with 
no third party involvement

Store assets, identities, contracts and more
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Digital identity card stored on the blockchain. Access via a mobile app

Issue blockchain-based personal ID for all individuals born after 2020

Ensures greater voter transparency, convenience, and accuracy while 
tracking a vote to the ballot

Planning to better manage and streamline the proxy voting process. 
Vote with their mobile phone during Company’s annual general meeting 

Centralized Networks vs De-centralized Networks
Examples of current blockchain use
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UPCOMING REGULATIONS
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Upcoming Regulations
Setting an European framework is needed: eIDAS

A common framework for digital 
identity/electronic identification

1Electronic signatures, electronic seals, time stamp, electronic delivery service and website authentication

Will create an European 
internal market for eTS1 via 

standardised exchange 
protocols and security levels 

eIDAS
Regulation

Applicable from 18.9.2018

Will ensure that people and 
businesses can use their own 

national electronic identification 
schemes (eIDs) to access public 
services in other EU countries

Current lack of a common legal 
basis for cross-border mutual 

recognition of eIDs

Covers Trust services 
and e-Identification

Applicable from 1.7.2016 
Part of the 
2020 digital 
agenda for 

Europe

Developing
mutual 

cross-border 
recognition of 
e-identification 
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Upcoming Regulations
Setting an European framework: GDPR

Improving data protection via the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Will establish a single, EU-law for data protection 

Applicable from 2018 on (if adopted in 2016)

Seeks to reinforce trust in digital market

Grants individuals more control on their data
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Upcoming Regulations
Setting an European framework: GDPR

Improving data protection via the 
GDPR

Main topics covered

Mandatory assessment for high 
risk activities to better identify 
and reduce privacy risks and 
improve personal data handling

Privacy Impact 
Assessment

Safeguards to protect accuracy, 
confidentiality, integrity and 
physical security

Privacy by Design 
and Default

Information relating to processing 
of personal data should be easily 
accessible, easy to understand, 
explained in clear/plain language

Transparency

72 hours to report once 
breach has been discovered 

Data breach 
notification

Need to obtain consent if personal 
data processing is not necessary 
and this consent can be withdrawn 
at any time by user

Consent
Extend right to be forgotten: 
applies to non EU companies, 
strict guidelines to keep data 
public, obligation to ensure 
erasing of data for controller, etc.

Right to be forgotten
Enable class action suits and 
major administrative sanctions

Sanctions
90% of 

UK CIOs 
fear 

GDPR
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DIGITAL IDENTITY
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Internet 
of things

IRM as a mean to build new business opportunities

IRM

Major scale

Customer and 
device focused

Provide tailor-made 
services

© Happiest Minds Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Digital Identity
Personalisation of the customer experience

From Identity and Access 
Management (IAM) to Identity 

Relationship Management (IRM)

Users trust the system Users input more data 
on the system

The quality of data 
progressively increases Tailor-made services

Employees

Perimeter
Perimeter
Federation

Perimeter-less 
Federation

Cloud / SaaS

Perimeter-less
Federation

Cloud 
SaaS

Mobility

Consumers

Things
Relationships

Employees 
& Partners

Evolution of Identity © 

Attributes 
Context 

Stateless

Access 
management

IAM

Limited scale

Employee focused
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Digital Identity
Personalisation of the customer experience: Example of a Bank

Personalising the customer 
experience has many 

dimensions

Become a 
trusted third 

party for 
clients for 
selected 
services

Innovation 
for the 

customer

Data 
Analytics

Accessibility 
anywhere, 
anytime by
any device

Partnerships 
with brands 

outside of the 
organisation

‘one stop shop’ 
for multiple 

products and 
services

Understand 
what motivates 
the profitable 

customers
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Example of a Bank

Stacked Services

Barclays video Banking

Barclays lifestyle services

The bank enriches 
information about its 
customer

Provision of lifestyle services 
is adapted, e.g. conciergerie
services to take care of this 
customer’s house

Anonymised access to 
online services, e.g. 
internet based retail, flight 
and hotel bookings, etc.

Looking at spending pattern, 
such as frequent flights, the 
bank can individualise needs

This conciergerie individualises 
the potential interest in travels 
related  topics

Loan simulation 
on webpage adapted to 
customer needs, i.e. home 
loan for affluent woman in 
her 30’s

Promotion of easy-to-use 
investment strategies

Based on services provided 
by conciergerie, the bank 
realises that client is often 
away from home

Bank proposes this 
customer  to adopt 
video banking service as 
preferred communication 
mean

Data analysis

Bank’s response

Digital Identity
Personalization of the customer experience
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Implementation of voice 
biometrics at Barclays

• FreeSpeech technology to authenticate the caller
• Checks client’s voice against past voiceprint (vocal tract length and shape, pitch, etc.)
• Content-independent and No identification question 
• CRM system can load immediately the client’s account management information 

Achieved 
benefits

15%/ of reduction
on average call handling time

71%/ of clients 
are more satisfied now than with 
the previous security process

60%/ of complaints’ reduction 
compared to former method

20/ seconds
on average to identify customer compared 
to about 2 minutes before

Digital Identity
Personalization of the customer experience
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11

Level of personalisation of service
+-

+
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Digital Identity
Personalisation of the customer experience: Example of a Car Manufacturer

IRM enabled platform enables 
customised services

Facilitates maintenance Management

Includes assistance and accident 
recovery

Locates parked vehicle9

10

11

Informs about rental opportunities

Provides digital service report 
throughout the life of the car

5

7

8

6

Highlights financing options

Records routes and mileage travelled

Proposes test Drives

Communicates special offers

Offers multiplatform access 
(Computer, tablets, etc.)

1

3

2

4

Accesses car configurator
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Digital Identity
Personalisation of the customer experience: Example of a Car Manufacturer

Better targeting customers

Additional sales

Reinforces customers experience

Additional level of service

User friendly
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Device

Server

User

No industry or 
organisation
is immune 

Litigation

Operational disruption

Impaired strategy 
execution

Increase insurance 
liability

Regulator 
actions/sanctions

Hurt image/confidenceExamples of 
consequences 
of cyber breach:

Digital Identity
Security of data is crucial

As data become an increasingly 
important asset, the associated 

risks increase too!

There is no “one size fits all” cyber defense approach: to some extent, each organisation is unique

3
Resilient

Establish the ability to handle 
critical incidents, quickly return 

to normal operations, and repair 
damage to the business

1

Secure
Enhance risk-prioritized controls to protect 

against known & emerging threats, & 
comply with industry cybersecurity 

standards & regulations

• Starting from a control based approach 
will not prevent you from assessing your 
specific exposure in order to define the 
most effective cyber defense strategy

• To be effective and well balanced, 
a cyber-defense strategy must mix three 
key characteristics: Secure (preventive 
controls), Vigilant (detective controls), 
and Resilient (corrective controls) 2

Vigilant
Establish situational risk and 
threat awareness across the 

environment to detect violations 
and anomalies
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Event/Crisis trigger Response Recovery

Cyber risk management

Cyber crisis management

Cyber crisis response

Distinguishing pre and post 
crisis phases

Digital Identity
Managing the incident
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Conclusions

Client’s data will become an increasingly important asset in the 
development of new (potentially disruptive) services extending 
the traditional service line.

Client’s data will become an important asset in itself, 
requiring adequate management and protection strategies.

There will be many different technological solutions by which clients 
(and devices) will be identified, but interoperability will increase.

Compliance with data-relevant regulations will need to be carefully 
monitored! The threat of sanctions necessitates a deeper level of 
reflection and technological maturity.
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Part business, 

Part creative, 

Part technology. 

One hundred 

percent digital. 
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Trust 
A Rare Commodity 

1 

Chris Adriaensen 
Senior Customer Engineer 
chris.adriaensen@forgerock.com 
@chrisadriaensen | @ForgeRock Technology Partner 
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“TRUST IS THE GLUE OF LIFE. 
IT’S THE MOST ESSENTIAL 
INGREDIENT IN EFFECTIVE 
COMMUNICATION. 
IT’S THE FOUNDATIONAL 
PRINCIPLE THAT HOLDS ALL 
RELATIONSHIPS.”  
Stephen Covey 

2 
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Traditional Intrinsic Trust 

SOCIAL FINANCE GOVERNMENT 

Social trust is at a low – due too 
expanding/dynamic communities 
with uprising extremism. Certain 
highly-respective societal roles; 
teacher, cleric, politician, police 
officer, doctor, etc. now receive 
less intrinsic respect and trust.  

 

Is Disappearing 

Trust in the traditional finance 
players is at a low – due too a 
technology- & culture-gap with 

modern society, economic crisis, 
questionable actions, etc. The 

banks have shown to be just as 
mortal as any other business. 

Trust in the governments is at a 
low – due too a technology- & 

culture-gap with modern society, 
international issues and weak 

responses, domestic spying, etc. 
They have shown to be just as 
mortal as any other business. 
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Modern Acquired Trust 

SOCIAL SERVICES CONSUMER DEVICES PUBLIC SERVICES 

Is Becoming The Standard 

Many technology players have 
no existing relationships with 
their users and hence need to 
built up trust. The amount of 
personal data entrusted to 

Facebook is enormous. 
 

Many technology players have 
clear understanding of this trust 
relationship and as such do all 
possible to protect this (cfr FBI 
vs. Apple iPhone case, NSA vs. 

tech giants on spying, etc). 
 

Many technology players have 
clear understanding that trust 

plays key role in their business. 
Google receives very personal 
searches which users wouldn’t 
even entrust to their closest. 
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TRUST RELATIONSHIP 

When trust becomes rare -- it 
becomes extremely valuable; 
the key is to build meaningful 
customer relationships, i.e. 
those empowered by trust. 
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Trust Applications 

COMMUNICATION INTELLIGENCE BROKER 

Through trust relationships the 
business is provided with an 
effective communication tool 
which can be used for its own 
good but also provide as third-
party service (cfr. Facebook). 

 

Through trust relationships the 
user is willing to share more 
about himself; providing the 

business with rich data for its 
own good (cfr. Apple) but also 
provide as third-party service. 

 

Through trust relationships the 
business can act as a trusted 

broker or platform (cfr. Google) 
towards unknown third-parties. 
The value of such application 
shouldn’t be underestimated. 
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Broker Opportunity: Finance 

CORE BUSINESS HIGH ASSURANCE INTEGRATED PAYMENT 

Identity management has always 
been at the heart of the finance 
industry; just focused more from 
the own side of the relationship, 
e.g. for risk and fraud control. 

The digital market is still in great 
need for high-assurance digital 
identities which is currently not 
provided by Facebook, Google, 
etc. The retail industry, but also 
government, has such demand. 

Real key as to why the finance 
industry could be a winner is the 
possibility to have the payment 
integrated in such experience; 
basically reversing the current 

payment-centric setup. 
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Customer Identity & 
Relationship Management 
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BUSINESS 

BUSINESS 
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CUSTOMER 

RELATIONSHIP 

SUPPORT 

BRAND 

MOBILE BUSINESS 

WEB 

The customer interacts with the 
brand through many channels 

and to build a single relationship 
we need to overcome the omni-
channel experience challenge. 

The business is often build up 
out of various business units 
which in turn can have many 
customer data silos; to build a 
single relationship we need to 
have single customer view.  

The relationship is at the brand 
level and as such any solutions 
will need to sit at the same level. 
In turn this will benefit each unit 
as they can behave more agile. 

The solution will need to support 
a consistent experience across 

the various interaction channels; 
with a clear vision to the future 
(like the Internet of Things). 
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Thank You 

Chris Adriaensen 
Senior Customer Engineer 
chris.adriaensen@forgerock.com 
@chrisadriaensen | @ForgeRock 



March 2016

Accelerating Growth With
Personalised Guidance



 Two of the top 5 FI’s in North America

 Largest financial group in Israel

 “Mobile Solution Provider of the Year”

 Top 10 FinTech Companies to Watch

2

Industry Recognition

About Us

 Seasoned Management Team

 Operating in: NYC, London, Tel-Aviv

 Backed by prominent VC’s



The floodgates are open (PSD2)



Open data = competitive advantage
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Source: Accenture 2014

It's not just millennials anymore

Hours spent online each month

Banks need to find new 

ways to partner with 

consumers, not only by 

offering products but 

also delivering value at 

each step of the 

customer journey.

72%
of millennials would 
likely bank with 
non-financial 
services companies

moved over

$250B 
in the last 12 months

20% 
of all transactions 
made through mobile 

7M Transactions
/week 



Form Habits  > Create Trust > Impact Behaviour

Engagement Principles



Based on deep analysis of a broad range of customer data and other 

relevant inputsPersonal

Able to process up to date events and to respond 

immediately with the appropriate contentReal-time

Anticipate customer needsPredictive

Drive activity and engagementActionable

Reveal patterns that are "beyond trivial" for the 

customer to uncoverUseful

The keys to 

powerful 

insights



Report on meaningful events in my accounts

Tell me about changes in my spending patterns

Highlight unusual activity which may require an action

Predict upcoming issues and suggest actions I can take

Suggest ways for me to avoid potential fees & penalties

Identify services that would benefit me and simplify my banking

Give me relevant advice to improve my finances

Provide Financial Education via timely nuggets of information

Act

Improve

Inform

How to digitally guide the customer
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Aha!!!



Automatic 
Renewals

Display tips 
before traveling

Cash Flow
Analysis
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Cash 
Flow

Saving Education : Customer who 
can start to save

Review 
Balance

Weekly 
Forecast

Spending 
Category

Salary 
Deposit

• By saving 5% of your paycheck you can save

• If you cut spending on restaurants by 10%

• People with similar income typically save…

• You can save this week $200 

Behavior Insights
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 Insights library for Retail & Small Business customers

 Relevancy score designed and trained for banking users

 Self-learning based on user patterns & preferences

 Powerful widgets for Web and mobile 

 Multi-step API supporting all channels 

 Supports push and on-demand user interaction

 Configurable mapping to bank data sources.

 Business user tools to include bank content.

Analytics

Customer Experience

Bank Tools

Personetics Software
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 iOS / Android / JavaScript / HTML 

 Simply embed library & call startWidget()

 Responsive design

 Personal Inbox

 Preference (opt-out , thresholds)

 Feedback & Rating

 Social

Personetics Widgets



Results
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